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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The present SEA2SEE website and social media report (D7.1) represents an outline of the website’s 

structure and functionality, being the main avenue of communicating information related to work 

activities as well as promoting project’s key objectives, news about collaborations, achieved milestones 

and dissemination events. Social media accounts are the second featured component given the 

communicative and engagement value of the project and the two-way communication that this media 

facilitates. The goal of both the website and social media accounts is to ensure high visibility and 

accessibility to the project’s results and achievements through efficient communication and dissemination 

undertakings. 

The general information on the website is visualized with screenshots of the website pages. The website 

has been online since September 2022 and can be accessed at the following address: http://sea2see.eu. 

The content on the website will be updated with the progress of the project and will be maintained at least 

2 years after its end.  

There are four social media accounts set up for SEA2SEE – LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook. A 

YouTube channel will also be created, with the advancement of project’s activities to the demonstration’s 

phases.  

The Project Website and Social Media report should be perceived as interrelated with the Plan for 

Communication and Dissemination (D7.2) since it is an essential component in building awareness about 

the project and amplifying the impact of its outcomes.  
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ACRONYM DEFINITION 

SM Social Media 

GA Google Analytics 

CTA Call to Action 

CD Communication and Dissemination 

WP Work Package 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

- SEA2SEE website is the main hub for all communication activities of the project. The SEA2SEE 
domain was acquired in August 2022 (https://sea2see.eu) and the website was brought live in 
full by the end of December. It is designed and developed by EP as WP7 leader, in collaboration 
with SmartWater, as coordinator, and the rest of the project partners. The website is updated 
with the input from all partners and maintained throughout the project’s lifespan, to include 2 
years after its end. It provides the latest news and findings in SEA2SEE and ensures access to the 
knowledge and data accumulated during the project to Consortium members, key stakeholders 
and the public at large, even beyond the timeframe of the project.  

 

The website and social media accounts of SEA2SEE appear in all promotional materials, both print and 

online, and constitute a space for regularly communicating outputs, achieved milestones, and publishing 

official results. 

1.1 WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA OBJECTIVES 

The website is an essential platform, which along with the other digital marketing channels of SEA2SEE, 
forms a comprehensive and strategically used communication mix, aiming at the following objectives:  

WEBSITE OBJECTIVES 

o Build awareness and understanding about project’s mission, objectives, work activities and results; 

o Ensure visibility of the project and its positioning as an expert voice in the field; 

o Enhance the impact of the project though timely and accessible dissemination of its results; 

o Enable effective communication between the project and external stakeholders, media and the 

public;  

o Wide promotion of the project through easy access to the portfolio of informational and branding 

materials; 

o Enable synergies and engagement with similar projects, programs and initiatives through relevant 

content, a prerequisite in itself for sharing and exchanging knowledge and best practices; 

o Facilitate the exploitation of the project’s results. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA OBJECTIVES 

o Build awareness and increase visibility; 

o Trigger interest in the topic and subsequently maintain it through sharing news with both expert 

and non-expert audience; 

o Multiply the impact through establishing subject specific community and engaging with it through 

dialogue;  

o Build an expert voice by commenting and sharing opinion on trending topics and issues in the field; 

o Promote knowledge, activities, benefits and outcomes generated during and after the project’s 

lifespan; 

https://sea2see.eu/
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o Enhance project positioning through engine search, image search, local search; 

o Start the conversation about seafood traceability and its digitization with the target audience by 

keeping it engaged in two-way interactions through surveys, polls, public discussions and open 

invitations to project’s events;   

o Enhance traffic to the website through sharing content. 

 

 

1.2 MONITORING AND PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS  

Website’s metrics and social media insights are important to be monitored in order to obtain a better view 

on statistics, trends, and the impact of each activity and piece of content that is posted. The website is 

analyzed via Google Analytics on a regular basis and reports on various performance indicators will be 

prepared to inform project partners of website’s performance, such as: 

o Unique users count visiting the website 

o Average retention time and bounce rate 

o Visitors’ demographics 

o Number of page views and average page views per visit  

o Top landing page and bounce rate for different pages 

Google Analytics (GA) data will be collected every 3 months and reported to the consortium at the progress 

management meetings. Respective adjustments will be made to improve users’ experience if required.  

To improve the organic search results, the website will be continuously optimized, as follows: 

o Keywords and meta tags: primary keywords will be targeted, to the extent possible, for each 

website page, such as Blue Economy, Ocean Literacy, Seafood Economy, Seafood Safety and 

Security, Seafood Sustainability, Seafood Traceability, Seafood Quality, blockchain technology for 

seafood traceability, etc.; 

o Content optimization: page titles are created, strategic search phrases are included in pages (cf. 

D7.2 CD Plan), page URLs and title tags are optimized; 

o Social media share buttons are installed with relevant calls to action; 

o Testing and measuring: regular use of GA to measure and improve the website’s performance so 

that the KPI of 8 000 visitors by the end of the project is achieved. 

Audience-centric metrics will be tracked regularly on all SM channels with the respective built-in tools. 

This will help the project grow through identifying the trends SEA2SEE followers enjoy. Tracking analytics 

and keeping an eye on SM insights, enables us to create better strategies, and in the long run, bring about 

a positive change in results in terms of engagement and impact. The key metrics that will regularly be paid 

attention to are demographic data, unique and total numbers of visitors, page views, and followers and 

traffic metrics.  
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2. WEBSITE ARCHITECTURE 

SEA2SEE website is conceived as the project’s main public interface - a convenient single point of 

reference informing visitors about the project in an accurate and coherent way. It comprises SEA2SEE 

underlining goal, main innovation, specific objectives, partners’ network, news, events, demonstration 

sites, outcomes and results. It also has a media corner which hosts project’s promotional and public 

affairs materials. In compliance with the research data openly accessible principles and SEA2SEE Data 

Management Plan (D8.1), the research data generated and analyzed by the consortium, such as insights, 

training and dissemination materials (reports, peer reviewed papers, images, videos, audios) and public 

deliverables are accessible as knowledge resources for use and re-use by stakeholders across the 

seafood value chain.  

The SEA2SEE website has been designed to provide logical navigation paths for users to follow through the 

website. It is also based on wording enabling visitors to reach the information they need independently 

from their understanding of European project lingo but at the same time, including the right amount of 

terminology and backlinks so it is recognized by Google as an authoritative voice in the field of sustainable 

seafood traceability through a blockchain-based platform, and therefore ranked high upon relevant key 

word searches. 

The structure is divided in 7 main sections, as per Figure 1, plus a Home page which visitors return to by 

clicking on the left hand sided positioned logo of the project. There is also a search button in the navigation 

strip allowing for easier orientation when a visitor is looking for something in particular. The consortium 

has decided to refrain from adding a link providing access to the private collaborative space for the 

project’s partners, mainly for information protection reasons.   
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Figure 1. SEA2SEE website architecture 
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3. WEBSITE CONTENT 

3.1 HOME PAGE 

The home page highlights the key information about the project and includes hyperlinks to the most 

important internal pages such as The Project and Beyond State-of-the-Art landing on the Objectives page 

and methodology used as well as the News section and project’s video. It also features a slider on the 

project’s time progress and a timeline infographic on the various phases and milestones associated with 

them. A call to action (CTA) to subscribe to SEA2SEE newsletter appears towards the bottom of the home 

page, above the footer with the EU acknowledgment.  

 

Home page  

Logo SEA2SEE clickable  

Name of Project plus title (background image) 

SEA2SEE (replaces Home) 

The Project – short intro linked to page 

Progress slider or timeline 

Main Advancement 

Quote (photo + quote from the coordinator)   

Watch the video (when ready) 

News 

Subscribe to newsletter  

Contact, EU Disclaimer, Privacy Policy, Social Media Links 

                                     Figure 2. Home page structure 

 

o Website Navigation:  
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o Key facts, links to main internal pages, progress slider and timeline, news, video, quotation by the 

coordinator along with EU funding acknowledgment and social media links: 
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3.2 THE PROJECT 

The Project opens a landing page providing brief summaries of three main structural components of the 

activity, which link to inside subpages - Overview, Objectives, Impact - providing greater detail on each of 

them. Activities is the fourth subpage.   
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Figure 3. The Project main page 

 

o Overview  

Along with covering general information about the project, the subpage lists the key challenges it tackles, 

main advancement and a synopsis of the blockchain-based platform that will be developed. The bottom 

of the page offers a link to the next subpage, Objectives. 
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o Objectives – contains the specific objectives, general methodology and expected results of the 

project. 
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o Impact – includes SEA2SEE expected outcomes and its contribution to society. 

                                     

                                 

o Activities 

Represents a PERT chart with SEA2SEE’s work plan and a table of the activities structured around 9 Work 

Packages (WP). Clicking on each work package opens a short description of it for readers’ better 

understanding of the associated actions. 
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3.3 PARTNERS 

The partners section lists all 14 partners with information describing their organisation in brief, role in 

SEA2SEE as well as hyperlinked logos leading to partners’ websites. To ease the perception of where all 

partners come from, they are illustrated on the map of Europe.  

The consortium is considering the adding of a subpage to Partners page dedicated to SEA2SEE related 

projects, which will represent similar initiatives, programs and other projects that SEA2SEE will establish 

synergies and collaborations with.  
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3.4 DEMONSTRATION SITES 

A page dedicated to the pilot sites where 5 specific case studies in 2 types of demonstrators (fishery and 

aquaculture) will be deployed to test and validate the traceability blockchain-based data platform, 

aquaculture production management software and blockchain based consumer-engagement tools. The 

main page lists links to internal pages dedicated to the respective case study site.     

o Main page view:   
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o The view when clicking on the hyperlinked buttons  
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3.5 RESULTS 

The Results page is composed of a main view and three subpages, leading to the relevant results of the 

project, namely: deliverables, conference abstracts and posters, and scientific publications. Only public 

deliverables will be available for download from the website as well as in compliance with Open Access 

(ref. to DMP and CD Plan) 

o Main view:  
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3.6 NEWS 

This is the designated space for SEA2SEE-related news and events. The visitor selects the relevant page 

from a drop-down menu. News are also visualized as carousel on the Home page.  

o NEWS 
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o EVENTS 

 

 

3.7 MEDIA 

The Media Section is a collective space for SEA2SEE’s promotional and information materials to be used 

by partners and interested stakeholders for communication about the project.  
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o COMMUNICATION KIT 

Promotional Materials – reference and easy download of project’s related visual material. Includes logo 

and graphic charter, brochure and other marketing collaterals.  

 

 

o NEWSLETTER 

The page prompts visitors to subscribe to project’s newsletters. Each issue will be available for an easy 

download upon availability.  
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o VIDEO – featured also on home page when it becomes available. Currently, clicking on the play 

button leads visitors to a temporary page. 
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o PRESS RELEASES – project’s press releases. 

 

o Main view: 

 

 

o Clicking on a button 
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3.8 CONTACT 

A colorful Contact Us page is designed to entice visitors into sending enquiries about the project. The 

submission form is augmented with an additional CTA “Send us an email” located in the footer of the home 

page, and listing the general email address of the project. The navigation menu ends with a search button. 
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4. SOCIAL MEDIA  

Social networks are the place where we connect with our audience most, the place where the conversation 

happens. When used strategically, they become an efficient tool for reaching a variety of stakeholder 

groups. The dynamic nature of the information exchange there provides for close to real-time interaction 

while sharing announcements about important events, synergy actions, reports, briefs as well as live 

streaming of webinars, speeches, interviews, etc.  

SEA2SEE Consortium has decided to create four social media accounts for the project, namely LinkedIn, 

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.  

 

4.1 LINKEDIN 

LinkedIn is the professional social network of SEA2SEE for establishing connections with similar projects, 

creating events, joining professional groups and conversations, cross-sharing news and important project 

information from its other channels. The project’s name on LinkedIn is @Sea2see-project and the page 

has gathered 145 followers since it was created in October. 
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Figure 4. SEA2SEE account on LinkedIn 
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Figure 5. SEA2SEE posts on LinkedIn 

 

4.2 INSTAGRAM 

Given the significance of stakeholders’ engagement and the large communication effort it entails, 

Instagram and Facebook are the next two social media channels that the project relies upon to bring 

visibility to its goals and objectives, gain followers, friends, fans and supporters, and disseminate results. 

The style embraced here is more direct, informal, even friendlier. The nature of these channels predisposes 

to sharing lots of visuals, infographics and videos. In Instagram the project appears as @sea2see_project 

while in Facebook it could be found as @sea2seeproject.  

 

Figure 6. SEA2SEE Instagram account 
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Figure 7. SEA2SEE posts on Instagram 
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4.3 FACEBOOK 

 

Figure 8. SEA2SEE page on Facebook 

   

Figure 9. SEA2SEE posts on Facebook 
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4.4 TWITTER 

Twitter is considered as one-to-many broadcast networks, with a conversation pace much faster than any 

other social media. A diverse community of scientific, research and business organizations hang out there, 

either institutionally or individually, which also makes it a good medium for promoting SEA2SEE news and 

results, especially in hashtag campaigns and as threaded content. The handle of SEA2SEE in Twitter is 

@Sea2seeProject.  

 

 

Figure 10. SEA2SEE page on Twitter 
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Figure 11. SEA2SEE posts on Twitter 

 

4.5 YOUTUBE 

It is foreseen to create a YouTube channel for SEA2SEE, to share the wealth of video content that is 

expected to be produced, especially during the fishery and aquaculture demonstration phases of the 

project. The YouTube channel will also host the two project videos when they are ready.  

Website and SM KPIs and internally established tools for monitoring the activity and planning content 

contributions by all partners, refer to D7.2 CD Plan.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Current analytical data shows that LinkedIn performs better than the other three channels as far as 

number of followers is concerned, leading with 145 followers. It is immediately followed by Instagram with 

89, Facebook with 57 and Twitter with 12 followers. Social media performance is subject to re-evaluation 

in the 12 – 18 month period of the project, when a decision will be made regarding the subsequent social 

communication strategy based on an integrated analysis of engagement rates, website interaction, 

website traffic source and medium, and other.    

Deliverable 7.1 has been developed in accordance with the provisions outlined in the following related 

documents: 
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o SEA2SEE Grant Agreement Nr. 101060564;  

o SEA2SEE Consortium Agreement.  

In addition to adhering to the above documents, this has been produced in compliance with the European 

Commission guidelines and templates. Lastly, this document is complementary to other project 

deliverables such as D7.2 Communication and Dissemination Plan and D8.1 Data Management Plan.  

 


